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Everyone Loves Meetings!
Is that what they say in your organization? Wouldn’t it be wonderful if it was true? What if
people did love meetings, if people wanted to come to meetings, if people wished they’d had
more time in the meeting? Well these are all responses from attendees in meetings run by
Kathryn alexander, MA from Bridge To Partnership.
Good Meetings Make a Difference
Good meetings, have the right people, a clear focus, an appropriate amount of time, and

they are designed to complete the task. Most groups try to reach agreement by talking about
one or two options until one side or the other gives up, or both sides compromise. People fear
these kinds of meetings. They take time, are NOT fun, produce results of limited value and
are costly in many ways.
When people come together they want:
¬ To be heard
¬ To make a real impact
¬ To create effective solutions
¬ And take action
As a consulting firm we focus on helping organizations to achieve agreement and
action without conflict. We do this by designing a one, two to three day meeting that
allow all sides to:
¬ Have a say
¬ Hear what others think
¬ Share the decision making
¬ Take responsibility for solutions
This process opens up new solutions that serve the stated and agreed upon goals of
the group. People do not sabotage solutions they have had a hand in creating.
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Your program is designed for you and by you, with out help. We provide the design,
develop materials and help you think through participation and content.

Call (509) 934-5930 now - why wait?
Bridge To Partnership works with organizations to engage everyone – mind and heart
– ensuring: commitment, effectiveness, and success.
“I was sure that our vendors
would never stay for the
whole meeting. These are
busy people used to working
hard all day – they are not
talkers. I was floored when
they not only stayed, but
participated. Best meeting
ever, they said.”
Bureau of Engineering,
San Francisco Public Works

Unleash the collective intelligence of YOUR
workforce!. We have over 20 years of experience with
groups from 25 to 1200. You’ve never had a meeting
like this!
Commitment is Key
The best plans, the strongest orders the highest
vision, are meaningless without commitment. To be
committed people must have their hearts engaged as
well as their minds. Understanding what needs to be done

is not enough. People must care about the project and its success.
Our Focus
We work with groups of any size to open up the wisdom of the entire system.
Eliminate the huge money and time sink wasted in normal meetings. Our processes
allow meeting participants to get engaged, remain engaged and implement at an
unusual level of involvement for the entire life of the project.
¬ Results
¬ NO redo/rehash
¬ Engaged – heart and mind
¬ NO high jacking or multiple agendas
¬ Tap into collective intelligence
¬ NO Sabotage
These processes are designed and time tested to ensure that all view points are heard,
hat people really connect with each other, and that people leave the meeting with a
clear understanding and commitment to their role in execution.
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Six Steps to Success
¬
¬
¬
¬
¬
¬

Determine the purpose and desired outcome
Allocate sufficient resources
Invite ALL the appropriate stakeholders
Select the appropriate meeting process design
Create follow-up procedures
Support & evaluate to measure progress

Post-Meeting Actions
People leave the meeting energized and focused. Leadership
tasks are:
¬
¬

Provide the necessary resources and support
Keep everyone informed of progress and new
insights
¬ Set up a continual learning/reporting structure
¬ Share positive stories and lessons learned

Kathryn Alexander. MA has
been facilitating meetings for
over 20 years. She is skilled
in: Future Search, Open
Space, ACI-ToP, Four Tools
Technology and others

Bridge To Partnership’s approach to agreement offers:
¬ Sharing the history.
¬ Understanding the context for the solution.
¬ Hearing other perspectives, often for the first time.
¬ “Decision making” that does not throw out part of the answer.
¬ Methods to take action without making a “decision.”
¬ Achieving a shared vision.
¬ Teams of people committed to action.
¬ Criteria developed to measure effectiveness.
ALI helps you define the questions, select the participants, design the process and
workbooks, facilitate the meeting and report out the results. Future Search methodology has
been used for years in multitudes of industries to achieve superior results.

Become meeting smart - Participation ensures success
Kathryn Alexander, MA Founder

Call us at 509.934.5930 or visit Bridge to Partnership.com
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